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‘INSTIGATORS,’ ‘HOOLIGANS,’ ‘SEX MANIACS,’ ‘DRUG ADDICTS,’ ‘ALCOHOLICS...’

THE IMAGE OF STUDENTS’ PROTESTS
MIRRORED IN THE RHETORIC OF THE STATE

ABSTRACT In February 2016, the students of Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi began to protest against the violation of basic democratic freedoms by Narendra Modi’s government. The protest was quickly supported by other Indian universities, and the campaigns organized by students happened in all the important academic centres in India. The purpose of this paper is to show selected examples of language expressions employed by the Indian authorities against the student-protesters and used in the official Indian media, to describe the actions taken by protests’ participants, as well as to compare the language of the Indian authorities and media used against protesting students in the second decade of the 21st century with some official statements about student protests in Poland under the communist regime.
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In February 2016, a students’ protest began at the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) in Delhi which especially rapidly reached an uncommon scale and intensity. The aim of this article is to show some of the components of the rhetoric employed by the state authorities with reference to actions undertaken by the protesting students, on the example of numerous media statements. The materials regarding the JNU protest will then be referred to selected instances of media discourse concerning the students’ protests in communist Poland¹, with an aim to point out some systemic regularities in the discourse of power, which simply transform language into a political or ideological device.

The question of interdependence between language and politics, or – in other words – the question of how the language of a communiqué can affect the perception of an issue conveyed by it, is in itself almost as broad and complex as the history of mankind.² However, it was the twentieth century which came to be the period when this problem most certainly reached a global dimension. The two totalitarian systems, fascism and communism, as well as their historical and moral effects, were so far reaching and of such grave importance that they still remain a source of the most significant intellectual experiences of modern times.³

For both the totalitarian ideologies, the practices of finding the most effective ways to employ the language to serve the ideological purposes of the state were extended to the limits, or perhaps sometimes even passed all imaginable boundaries. This is why, it was only natural for these practices to become the subject of extensive academic studies and descriptions.⁴ However, as the media discourse on the JNU issue as well as numerous other instances show, these practices can refer not only to states under a totalitarian rule but, paradoxically, also to parliamentary democracies, where language can be used

---

¹ In Poland, the deep roots and clever means of communist indoctrination were analyzed by Michał Głowiński and Waleri Pisarek (among others). Both the scholars gathered considerable evidence which then was put under a systematic and detailed analysis. See i.e.: M. Głowiński, Nowomowa po polsku, Warszawa 1991; idem, Peereliada. Komentarze do słów 1976-1981, Warszawa 1993; idem, Mowa w stanie oblężenia, 1982-1985, Warszawa 1996; idem, Końcówka (czerwiec 1985-styczeń 1989), Kraków 1999; W. Pisarek, O mediach i języku, Kraków 2007.

² In the tradition of western thought, the conviction that language can be the most effective device of persuasion, and that the linguistic abilities are a valuable skill in achieving public as well as personal aims, was present for example in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero or Desiderius Erasmus.


not only to convince or persuade, but it can also serve to conceal or excuse violence, as well as to cover up manipulations.\footnote{This assumption was proposed and thoroughly supported by Noam Chomsky, who extended Orwell’s observations about the ability of totalitarian governments to impose a completely unreal or distorted worldview on their citizens. In his works Chomsky claims that a parallel situation can happen in liberal democracies, such as the US, in which free media operate without formal censorship. See i.e. N. Chomsky, Knowledge of Language. Its Nature, Origin, and Use, Westport, CT 1986; N. Chomsky, E.S. Herman, Manufacturing Consent. The Political Economy of the Mass Media, New York 1988; iidem, “Propaganda Mill: The Media Churn Out the Official Line”, The Progressive (June 1988), pp. 14-15.}

For me, as for the majority of people who lived under the communist regime through their formative years, the issue of language being employed to manipulate the peoples’ perception of reality is still an important social as well as scholarly and ethical problem. Perhaps this is why during the two months of my fellowship at JNU, which happen to fall exactly at the time of the protest, it was impossible for me to shut out memories and to ignore the direct associations between all that was happening around me at the JNU Campus and the Polish experiences from the dark past.

Nevertheless, the reasons to refer the case of media propaganda aimed at the protesting students of JNU (and in some instances also other Indian universities) to the hostile discourse directed by state media at protesting Polish students, were not only emotional or sentimental. In fact, the two cases seem to be a perfect illustration of how the democratically elected authorities (in this case of the Republic of India often called “the world’s largest democracy”) and the totalitarian rulers imposed on the nation by the system (then of the People’s Republic of Poland), reached for parallel methods of propaganda manipulation, restrictions and provocations to convince the nation about the indecent and dangerous nature of students’ protests.

1. THE ONSET OF THE “JNU ROW”

The 2016’ protests at JNU started with the arrest of Kanhaiya Kumar, the President of the JNU Students’ Union, on February 13, on a charge of sedition. The charge came as a result of events which took place at JNU Campus on February 9, when a group of students – linked either by membership or ideological sentiment to the Communist Party of India – organized an anniversary event to commemorate the execution of Muhammad Afzal Guru, who was sentenced to death after being found guilty of the 2001 terrorist attack on the Indian Parliament\footnote{On December 13, 2001, at 11.30 am, five armed terrorists belonging to the Pakistan supported Lashkar-e-Toiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorist groups, drove through the gates of the Indian Parliament House in a white Ambassador car, fitted with an explosive device. After being challenged, they opened fire. In the gun battle that followed, all the attackers, eight security personnel and a gardener were killed.} and whose capital punishment by hanging was carried out on February 3, 2013. The event was to be organized as a debate on “Judicial Killing” and a march against the practice of capital punishment. The organizers...
also planned an evening of poetry and music, titled “A country without a post office – against the judicial killing of Afzal Guru and Maqbool Bhatt.” However, a group of students linked to the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) filed a police complaint. As a result, Kanhaiya Kumar was arrested on allegations that anti-national slogans were used by the participants of the event, and he was ordered to three days of being in police custody. According to press reports, the students who were part of the committee which organized the event said that none of them were part of the group shouting slogans yet, in spite of that, another student, Umar Khalid, as well as others who were involved in organizing the February 9 event, were also accused of sedition but, since they went missing from the Campus, they could not be arrested immediately. It was not until February 23, after the Delhi High Court directed them to turn themselves in that two students, Umar Khalid and Anirban Bhattacharya, surrender before the Delhi Police (they were granted interim bail for six months on March 18, 2016).

A small poster appealing for the release of Anirban Bhattacharya and Umar Khalid (photo: R.C.)

7 Maqbool Bhatt was a Kashmiri separatist and co-founder of Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front. He was sentenced to death and executed in Delhi Tihar Jail, on February 11, 1984.

8 One of the students, belonging to the event organizing committee, told *The Hindu*: “The program was a cultural evening organized to question the working of the Supreme Court. It was also meant to bring the grievances of the Kashmiri citizens to light. The struggles of ‘self-determination’ must be openly spoken about. Considering this is a democratic republic, why should dissent be suppressed?”; “JNU Row: What Is the Outrage All About?”, *The Hindu*, 16 February 2016, at <http://www.thehindu.com/specials/in-depth/jawaharlal-nehru-university-row-what-is-the-outrage-all-about/article8244872.ece?utm_source=InternalRef&utm_medium=relatedNews&utm_campaign=Related-News>, 15 June 2016.

9 According to Kanhaiya Kumar’s statements these were people belonging to Akhil Bharatiya Vidhyarti Parishad. A few days later, when the atmosphere on the campus became progressively more tense, three members of the RSS student wing (ABVP) had resigned from their positions in the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) unit of the party, justifying their decision by pointing at ideological differences.
Very soon it became obvious that the video recordings used as evidence against the students were falsified, however, by then the police forces had already entered the university campus and used physical violence against students. The protestors, on the other hand, issued a statement saying that they will not allow classes to be held on the campus till the students’ union President, Kanhaiya Kumar, is released. JNU teachers also joined the students in boycotting classes and proposed lectures on “nationalism” instead. Quite soon the space outside the JNU main administrative building, where lectures and discussions took place, became known as “Freedom Square”.

On February 14, at the Delhi District Courts (Patiala House) where Kanhaiya Kumar was to appear before the metropolitan magistrate, a group of aggressive men dressed in lawyers’ robes kicked and slapped Kumar and his supporters. The violence, directed mainly at journalists and students, lasted for nearly an hour. Similarly, on the next day, acts of violence took place just before the hearing of sedition charges against the JNU Students’ Union president. The Delhi Police had not reacted. The policemen just watched while the attackers forced their entry into the court complex, assaulted Kumar on his way to the court hearing as well as physically and verbally insulted the team of senior advocates.

The events at Patiala House heated up the atmosphere on the Campus, now surrounded by the police forces, which created even bigger interest in the media (at some point the number of TV vans by the JNU Campus gates seemed to have more or less matched the number of police vehicles).

Kanhaiya Kumar was released on interim bail and allowed back on the Campus. Soon after his release from Tihar Jail, he addressed the crowd gathered on “Freedom Square” with a fiery speech, in which he stated: it is not freedom from India, it is freedom in India.
[we want] (...) from the corrupt practices that are going on inside the country.\textsuperscript{10} For several months, he remained under police surveillance. He also kept receiving death threats.\textsuperscript{11}

The JNU protest went through different forms and stages, including a hunger strike\textsuperscript{12}. By spreading to several other central universities (such as for example Chennai, Calcutta or Hyderabad) and colleges across India, it set off the largest nationwide protests by students in 25 years. The protesting students also received gestures of support from some of the most important academic institutions from all over the world as well as from several important personalities (such as for example Noam Chomsky). However, their action has also provoked an uncompromising response both from the government administration and the ordinary supporters of Narendra Modi’s government.
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\caption{A leaflet printed by the protesting students of JNU, May 2016}
\end{figure}


2. THE MEANS TO DEAL WITH A “DIFFICULT SITUATION”

As far as it is possible to remain objective and avoid any attempts to determine which side of the conflict is in the right, I will now proceed to the main purpose of this article and focus on some components of the discourse used by the state authorities in relation to protesting students, beginning with the charge of sedition.

According to Indian Penal Code, \textit{Whoever, by words, either spoken or written, or by signs, or by visible representation, or otherwise, brings or attempts to bring in hatred or contempt, or excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards \cite[13]{note1} the Government established by law in India\cite[14]{note2}, \cite[15]{note3} shall be punished with imprisonment for life\cite[16]{note4}, to which a fine may be added, or with imprisonment which may extend to three years, to which a fine may be added, or with a fine.\cite[17]{note5}} The official website of the Supreme Court of India supplies also the necessary explanations to the act, namely that “the expression ‘disaffection’ includes disloyalty and all feelings of enmity” and that Comments expressing disapprobation of the measures of the attempting to excite hatred, contempt or disaffection, do not constitute an offence under this section. \cite[\ldots]{note6} Comments expressing disapprobation of the administrative or other action of the Government without exciting or attempting to excite hatred, contempt or disaffection, do not constitute an offence under this section.\cite[\ldots]{note7} Moreover, the same website also informs the reader about the history of the sedition law in India, dating it back to the period of British Rule by stating that the act now in force has been \textit{Substituted by Act 4 of 1898, \ldots} \cite[\ldots]{note8} for the original \ldots\textit{which had been inserted by Act 27 of 1870...}\cite[\ldots]{note9} “Sedition”, therefore, is a category of offence incorporated into the Indian Penal Code by the British colonial rulers, most probably with the aim to silence the Indian people.\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cite\cita...
of the JNU students it was not. They were, however, released on interim bail – a legal means applied when the charges are justified – even though the argument against charging the students with sedition found support among many Indian lawyers. For example, a senior Supreme Court lawyer claimed that In the JNU case, it is legally stupid and foolish on the part of Delhi Police to file an FIR for sedition. Even if anti-India slogans were raised, nothing was done later to overthrow the state. A convention held by ‘Lawyers for Democracy and Social Justice’ passed a resolution demanding repeal of the sedition law, autonomy of universities, administration of justice and adherence to the constitutional idea, issuing a statement that they take serious note of(...) bizarre incidents of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) in which entire university was dubbed as a den of anti-nationals (...) The students who oppose policies of the government are dubbed as anti-national and booked under the archaic colonial law of sedition. This brazen attempt to muzzle dissent is reminiscent of British rule. The fact that the sedition charge initially came from a group of students sympathizing with the BJP is also worth noting in this context.

Since the charge of sedition caused controversies, the “role” of the “outsiders” in the protest very soon came into the lime light. One of many press reports reads: “Cops have identified three men and a woman, all suspected to be Kashmiris, who played a pivotal role in mobilizing crowds and raising anti-India slogans on campus. Mail Today has decided to withhold the names of those identified as the investigation is in progress and the police have still not charged them with any offence.” The students genuinely involved in the protest also admitted that some of the persons taking part in the events on February 9 were unknown to them. However, who the “provokers” were or whose interests they represented is still not clear.

Even though the JNU students were accused of both instigating anti-national riots as well as being used by some anti-Indian organization for carrying out its dangerous scheme, the positive sentiment towards their actions grew both in and

23 There were also somewhat extreme reactions, as for example a claim of Hyderabad-based lawyer Sunkari Janardhan Goud to accuse of sedition not only the students but also the Congress Party politicians who supported them, see i.e.: S.F. Ashraf, “Meet the Man behind the Sedition Case against Rahul Gandhi”, Rediff.com, 1 March 2016, at <http://www.rediff.com/news/interview/meet-the-man-behind-the-sedition-case-against-rahul-gandhi/20160301.htm>, 10 June 2016.
outside India. At this point the authorities decided to take a closer look at the morality of the JNU Campus residents. Gyandev Ahuja, BJP MLA from Ramgarh in Rajasthan’s Alwar district, publically claimed that the JNU students indulged in all kinds of “illicit” activities. According to him: 

More than 10,000 butts of cigarettes and 4,000 pieces of beedis are found daily in the JNU campus. 50,000 big and small pieces of bones are left by those eating non-vegetarian food. They gorge on meat... these anti-nationals. 2,000 wrappers of chips and namkeen are found, as also 3,000 used condoms – the misdeeds they commit with our sisters and daughters there. And 500 used contraceptive injections are also found. Besides this, 2,000 liquor bottles as also over 3,000 beer cans and bottles are daily detected in the campus (...) The BJP politician also stated that Students are mostly found taking drugs after 8 p.m. inside the campus. (...) They indulge in peace protests in the mornings, and during the nights they perform obscene dances.

The reaction of both the JNU students as well as the fairly independent media was devastating for the author of the above quoted claims. Gyandev Ahuja’s statement was also ridiculed by Indian intellectuals and the BJP political opposition. However, some of the parents of possible future students, while interviewed by the national media, admitted that they shall consider the argument against the JNU students morality with utmost care, before they allow their children to study at such a university.

The measures undertaken by the JNU Vice-Chancellor on February 10, a day after the evening commemorating the third anniversary of the hanging of Afzal Guru, can be classified as both an attempt to clear the name of the University as well as giving in to the state authorities and compromising the university’s autonomy. By the Vice-Chancellor’s decision the High-Level Inquiry Committee (HLIC) to investigate the February 9 incident that took place on JNU Campus was constituted and also, on February 12, eight JNU students were suspended. A month later, following the verdict of HLIC, the suspension was revoked. However, the HLIC carried out a further in-


29 Ibid.


vestigation which resulted in the fact that Jawaharlal Nehru University (...) rusticated three students, including Anirban Bhattacharya and Umar Khalid, in connection with the February 9 event on campus where ‘anti-national’ slogans were allegedly raised. The university also imposed a fine of Rs 10,000 on JNU Students’ Union (JNUSU) president Kanhaiya Kumar. 

Probably in defense of another university’s good name, a professor of the Central University of Jharkhand (CUJ) was suspended for inviting a colleague from the Jawaharlal Nehru University to an academic event organized to mark the anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel’s birth. Shreya Bhattacharji, an associate professor, was accused by the government-run Central University of Jharkhand of ‘tarnishing’ the institution by inviting JNU professor M.N. Panini (...) the mentor of the group of students of JNU, who were involved in anti-national activities in JNU recently. According to press reports, Bhattacharji has been relieved of all her responsibilities at CUJ, which included acting as Dean of School of Languages, Dean of School of Education, and Dean of Students’ Welfare. The order further prohibits her from leaving the CUJ headquarters without prior permission from the Vice Chancellor.

On the basis of the above quoted instances of methods undertaken by the authorities against the protesting JNU students it is possible to conclude that, in the absence of substantial arguments, the protesters were accused 1) of acting against the state or, in other words, of instigating anti-national actions, 2) of being gullible and following the lead of provocateurs sent by some anti-national organization (no matter that the two accusations listed so far seem to be completely contradictory!), and 3) of highly immoral conduct and blackening the name of not only the university but, though implicitly, also the country. To deal with these transgressions the authorities used legal and disciplinary restrictions against the students and as well as some teachers, whereas a number of members of the academic community decided to ostracize the JNU as an entirely dangerous institution with which no one decent would be associated in any way. Also the fact that students’ organizations following different ideologies were manipulated to act against their protesting colleagues, as well as the death threats received by the protest leaders, should be counted among the repercussions suffered by the rallying students.


3. Déjà Vu

The above conclusions immediately and almost automatically bring about associations with the methods employed by totalitarian state authorities to deal with students’ protests in Poland, in the period when the country suffered under communist regime. The paradox lies only in the fact that the Polish students, from 1968 till 1989,35 fought for freedom of speech and other democratic rights standing against the state which – in its self-definition – acted by the principles of communist ideology, whereas the Indian students – defining themselves as communists – fight for the same causes against the state which declares itself to be democratic. This paradox is deepened by the fact that the apparently democratic state authorities of the Republic of India react to these protests in a manner similar to the totalitarian state authorities of the then Polish People’s Republic.

Since 1968 Polish students, mostly together with academic staff, intellectuals and artists, organized various forms of protests against anti-democratic measures employed by the state. The ruling power in return accused them of being spoiled, demanding, naïve as well as disloyal towards their homeland and ungrateful to those who, with their hard work, secured their opportunity to study and to live in dignity.

For example, while reading the newspapers of March 1968 the impression that the students have not protested out of their own will, but because they were convinced by some outside force, is overwhelming. It is also immediately followed by a conviction that the protestors were not really students but some hooligans whose main aim was to destroy everything that had been achieved by the country since the end of the second world war, as well as to tarnish Poland’s good name and to disgrace the state authorities in the eyes of “the world”.36 The same line of state propaganda was followed in June 1976, when the students supported the workers’ protest taking place mainly in Radom, Ursus and Plock. For example, the organ of the communist Polish Youth Association, Sztandar Młodych, printed an article pointing out the evil tendencies of the protestors, stating: (...) they act against the good name of Polish citizens, against the status we gained in the world, they defame the ambitions of our nation, they endanger the progress (...), spoil the necessary and deserved feeling of satisfaction experienced by every honestly


As a result, the communist authorities prepared special secret instructions on how to deal with the anti-national elements. The main points included, for example, constant threats, 24 and 48-hour arrests, suspending and expelling from studies, thrashings by “unknown attackers” and disgracing, as well as stultifying. Other suggested methods encompassed actions aimed at antagonizing different students’ groups and making them act against each other as well as fabricating criminal charges against the opposition.

More or less the same range of means were employed during the martial law period (1981-1983) and used till the fall of authoritarian communist government in 1989. Since the phenomenon of students’ involvement in the last phase of anti-communist opposition in Poland is well discussed in historical sources, I will refer only to one document issued by the state authorities to explain the reasons for officially “suspending,” and in fact de-legalizing, the Independent Students’ Association in January 1982. The document included such statements as: the activities of the Association harmed and still harm social harmony, “false information is being fabricated and distributed in leaflets,” “illegal activities against the established code of law are being organized,” “Constitution and other legal rules were systematically violated,” “activities were lead, which defamed the authorities of the socialist state,” “foreign contacts were made with enemies of the Polish state” etc. Moreover, the secret police apparently dug into the student activists’ private lives, preparing fabricated reports of sexual orgies, habitual drug taking and over-indulgence in alcohol. The lack of moral values in the students was often used as an argument in trying to create animosities between them and the workers, with the obvious aim to divide the anti-communist opposition.

The authoritarian apparatus of communist Poland appears to have been looking for evidence of students’ actions against the state, their connections with instigators from “outside”, their immorality. In the same way as the politicians who believe that the Jawaharlal Nehru University campus in Delhi is a hotbed for anti-national and libidinous activities.

40 Ibid., p. 16.
41 Ibid., p. 29.
43 For the full text of the statement, see for example: Trybuna Ludu, 6 January 1982.
4. CONCLUSION

In spite of many differences, which sometimes can be undoubtedly important, the state authorities inclined to dictatorial measures (no matter whether to the right or the left of the political scene) seem to have a lot in common. Firstly, a body of power unconditionally convinced in the one and only true ideology exists, of course the one which it follows. Secondly, the common ways to sustain law and order include manipulating with information and the use of force, especially in situations which rather need a dialogical approach. Thirdly, the methods of controlling the people as well as the measures undertaken to discipline, reproach and punish insubordinate citizens, or – in other words – the solutions to taking full command over the nation, usually do not have much to do with ethical values or any moral principles. If there are no substantial arguments, social or moral ones are sought and brought into the media limelight. Despite geographical, cultural, historical, political or ideological differences between states or ruling powers, the primary guideline in choosing the appropriate method seems to be the one of efficiency, since, as we frequently hear, “the end justifies the means.” However, the end in the case of using such means as described in this article, is usually not one to be envied.

The examples of media statements from the Indian press, as well as references made to the Polish propaganda sources, confirm the widely accepted view that political rhetoric, in spite of the period in history or the political system of the state, can be characterized by manipulative tendencies, visible in diluting and therefore twisting the facts, creating the atmosphere of danger and fear, positively presenting the state authorities, while at the same time condemning and defaming the opponents. In that respect, taken as the tool of political seduction, the language of politics of “democratic” India does not differ from the one of the official state propaganda of communist Poland, bringing yet another gloomy justification to George Orwell’s famous statement that political language – and with variations this is true of all political parties, from Conservatives to Anarchists – is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind.

Moreover, as we see in both the cases, this political rhetoric can often be deeply nationalistic. It is, therefore, full of phrases underlining the need for national unity, which – in fact – work very well to enhance any possible conflict or communal contradiction. It also calls for the loyalty to society and country, condemning the opponents


for staining the good name of state and nation. In both the cases quite often the statements also refer to democratic ideals, for which the people fought, therefore, they are to be cherished deeply while defended firmly, and which are being endangered by the irresponsible behavior of the protesters.

The described features of the propaganda discourse do not seem to differ very much from the Soviet or the Nazi guidelines. And, as such, they stand as perceptible testimonies that the consequences of totalitarian indoctrination have not expired with the disappearing of totalitarian states. Special attention, therefore, needs to be given to the fact that even though seemingly defamed in various ways – sometimes by being branded as Sovietization, sometimes as fundamentalism, sometimes as anti-globalism, depending on geographical region, cultural and social circumstances, or ideological orientation – these consequences remain deeply hidden in the mentality of the ruling elites to emerge suddenly, at any time, in favorable circumstances.
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